I was progressing on my BSc in Engineering on Mechatronics field, when I received an email
from Career Center, informing about the job fair organized by Bombardier. But I have never
heard about Bombardier before. Hence I wanted to take this opportunity to know more about the
company and to find out what they have to offer me and my colleagues. It was dangerous time to
be in Bangkok due to some political issues of the country. Yet my friends and I decided to attend
the job fair.
I was very impressed to hear about the company as it is a worldwide organization which builds
trains and airplanes. I was even happier to hear that they were looking forward to hire fresh
graduates from engineering fields. Thus we had our first run of interviews during the job fair. To
be exact it was not a real interview but it was a pleasant chat for them to understand who we are
and our background. Later on, the selected people were called to have the second run of
interviews.
After all I was very lucky to be part of the group given employment along with Dilesha, another
colleague from AIT. It was so nice to be placed in a job even before I we graduated; all this is
because of the motivation that was given by my parents and the desire to be success in life.
Office is completely another world where you find different people from different parts of the
world. The experience I got from being a part of a multicultural institute helped me to adapt
quickly to the working environment of another multicultural organization. It’s been a challenging
journey so far and there is yet a lot to learn. We love it here in Bombardier, designing and
learning about trains has become our passion.
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